SUNVISION
SHINE ON THIS SUMMER WITH THE LATEST AND GREATEST SUNWEAR STYLES HITTING THE SCENE. WITH FUN COLORS AND
INTERESTING MATERIALS, THERE’S A SUNGLASS OUT THERE FOR EVERYONE.

–VICTORIA GARCIA

SUNNING UP
Dragon’s H2O material
has the lowest density
of any other thermoplastic
materials, which allows
the frames to float in
the ocean, lake or
sea.

SUNNING UP
Founded in 1988,
iCoat is a full service,
advanced technology
optical laboratory which
provides various
premium thin-film lens
treatments.

SURF’S UP
Dragon Alliance from Marchon Eyewear has linked up with world champion
surfer, Mick Fanning to craft his own signature style. The Baile (pronounced
“balh-yay”) is a nod to the surfer’s Irish heritage, and the silhouette takes
inspiration from his interpretation of the Gaelic word meaning “home.”
This sunglass style is available with Dragon’s H2O floatable technology which
is a specially formulated, lightweight injection molded thermoplastic.
DRAGON ALLIANCE Baile from Marchon Eyewear

SUNNING UP
L’Amy America offers
Sperry XS, a specialty fit
collection with smaller
than average sizing
for men.

PRETTY IN PINK
An infusion of crimson hues, the
Pink Mirror is one of iCoat’s new
mirror colors. Available in nine
eye-catching colors in both solid
and flash densities, these solid
mirror coatings have a higher
percentage of reflectance than
their corresponding flash mirror
colors. The flash mirror generally
has a hint of the color, while
the solid mirror shows a higher
concentration of the color.
PINK MIRROR from iCoat

FLY HIGH
L’Amy America introduces new sunwear styles
from its Sperry eyewear collection. The Miramar
is a combination aviator which features handmade acetate with a high-polish finish. This
sunglass features multilayered polarized lenses
with a vintage lens color as well as minimal
temple designs and logo details for a perfect
mix of fashion and function.
SPERRY Miramar from L’Amy America
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